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“If you are looking for an inspirational speaker to motivate
your team, inspire your team, and help your team raise their
game…. You MUST bring Felipe Gomez to meet with your
team. Our time together has been a gift.
Ray Malouf
VP Talent Acquisition, Whole Foods Market

“Outstanding, the messages are so powerful and so relevant
and delivered in such a wonderful way”
Annie Chae
Amazon

“Felipe represents a very unique blend of a thought leader, a
humanist, a true artist, a restless doer, persistent and
determined. Felipe is an experienced speaker who conjures
an outstanding multimedia experience that brings the
audience to their feet, grateful for his simple but powerful
message that provides frameworks and insights to
orchestrate transformational change starting tomorrow.”
Eduardo Braun
CEO Argentina Airports, content curator, speaker and author

“Although I acknowledge that your presentation
is relevant to any organization, it would have been very
difficult for us to find a better match to our specific needs. I
appreciate your time and the energy with which you
delivered your keynote. I truly congratulate you for the
quality of your presentation”
Al Merino
IBM

“I had the opportunity to attend one of the best business
presentations I have ever seen. Felipe Gomez is the real
deal. Great takeaways!
Kevin Leitz
Pro Team leader, HomeDepot.

“This week at Autodesk we had the opportunity to share
with a great speaker and outstanding piano performer. His
session, besides the great content he delivers its an entirely
different experience.”
Robert Mikse
Region President, Autodesk
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INTRODUCTION
Felipe Gomez is an accomplished executive with over
25 years of global entrepreneurial and management
experience. He
found his passion in developing
content, speaking and catalyzing change in
organizations through his Attitude-E and Virtuoso
frameworks.

Felipe’s work has been delivered in over 23 countries
which validates its global relevance and has received
high praises from his clients and participants. You can
be sure that Felipe will deliver a memorable, different,
and fresh experience which will provide your clients
with relevant, applicable and valuable content.

Over the last ten years he has developed a solid
narrative and portfolio of products and services that
gives individuals, teams and organizations reliable and
proven tools to shift their mindsets, refine their
behaviors and create emotional ties to expand their
thinking patterns, take risks, learn from failure and do
what they do with mastery.

Working effectively with agencies is on the very top of
Felipe’s priorities and this agency pack, in conjunction
with the agency portal [bureaus.felipegomeza.com] aim
to provide a toolbox to boost sales, facilitate the
booking process and most important, to build a solid
and mutually beneficial relationship.

Today, companies are facing unique transformational
challenges that demand innovative and audacious ways
of creating a collective can-do mindset and a shared
passion for reaching extraordinary performance.

We hope you find this information useful and are
looking forward working with you.
Bring Felipe on the stage and you will have a very happy
client.
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WHY FELIPE GOMEZ?
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REAL WORLD
EXPERIENCE

OUTSTANDING
STORYTELLER

MULTICULTURAL
AND DIVERSITY

Felipe has 25+ years of entrepreneurial
and general management experience
leading startups and global multinational
corporations.

When booking a speaker, delivery is as
important as content. Felipe has a natural
talent to connect with his audiences and
consistently delivers a thought provoking
and inspiring message.

Felipe will greatly contribute to your
event’s multicultural and diversity
dimensions. Born in Colombia, holds a
BA in Business and an MBA from IMD in
Switzerland and has lived and worked in
The USA, Europe and Latin America.

This is the foundation for his narrative
and gives him the ability to easily
understand the challenges and needs his
clients are facing and allows him to fine
tune his message to perfectly match the
specific needs.

Felipe will make a valuable contribution
to your event, providing great content,
applicable frameworks and a fun and
entertaining experience for your
participants.
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Avid traveler and explorer, Felipe
traveled around the world in 2016
understanding the entrepreneurship and
innovation ecosystems of 18 countries.

SPEAKING TOPICS
Felipe’s narrative is based on two powerful and interrelated themes:

ENTREPRENEURIAL MINDSET

EXTRAORDINARY PERFORMANCE

All corporations are faced with complex transformational
challenges that require shifting mindsets from comfort zones
and corporate cadence to fast experimentation, courageous
risk taking and co-creation dynamics.

Reaching levels of extraordinary performance through the
adoption of virtues [habits of good action] is the basis of
Felipe’s proposition to execution excellence.

Embracing an entrepreneurial mindset and embedding it in
corporate cultures is instrumental to successfully navigate
today’s exciting business environment.

By adopting a systematic and holistic approach for acquiring
and strengthening virtues, leaders and teams across your
organization will increase their performance levels, improve
financial results and consolidate an excellence culture.
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VIRTUOSO
Combining his management acumen and a lifelong passion for music, Felipe inspires audiences with an entertaining
and memorable learning experience. Discussing the tools and ideas for becoming a virtuoso – – and illustrating it all
with help from an on-stage grand piano – Felipe inspires audiences to consistently aim for excellence, create
meaningful connections, and build effective cultures of innovation.
Virtuoso Framework

Method :Great musicians master their instruments
through a rigorous method. In corporations, method
leads to operational excellence.
Attitude: With the correct attitude, musicians are able to
connect with their audiences. In corporations, attitude
is the pillar for strengthening a culture of serving.
Passion : Passion generates emotions. In corporations,
passion drives continuous improvement and ignites
innovation.

Keynote Takeaways
1. Incorporate the three drivers of virtuosity – Method, Attitude, and Passion – into your life
2. Develop a strong willingness to excel and reach peak performance
3. Energize teams by developing a culture of virtuosity
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ATTITUDE-E
Attitude-E presents a simple but powerful framework that awakens an entrepreneurial mindset in individuals, teams,
companies, governments and communities. It explores six attributes which are essential in building and sustaining an
entrepreneurial attitude. Those who work diligently and systematically on these, will achieve extraordinary results.

ENVISION

ENERGY

ENDURANCE

THE POWER OF
EXPONENTIAL THINKING

THE MASTERY OF
DISCIPLINED EXECUTION

THE STRENGTH TO
BUILD RESILIENCE

ENSEMBLE

ELASTICITY

ENGAGEMENT

THE ART OF
WORKING TOGETHER

THE DISPOSITION TO
IGNITE INNOVATION

THE DECISION TO SERVE
WITHOUT MEASURE

Keynote Takeaways:

- A solid an applicable framework
- Highly inspired and motivated team
- Collective will to think and act differently.
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BOOKS
Books are available in English, Italian and Spanish. Please email felipe.gomez@me.com for book requests. In order for
the books to arrive on time for your event, we need to receive the delivery address at least four weeks in advance of
the event date.

A good attitude can rise above all barriers—language,
culture, age, gender, and more. When you read Actitud-E
by Felipe Gomez, you will be inspired by his studies of wellknown people whose positive attitudes have enabled them
to triumph over adversity.
You’ll also be motivated by Felipe’s personal stories of how
his enthusiastic outlook and his belief in the power of
dreams have improved his life from the time he was a child.
Remember: you can’t control everything that happens to
you—but you can control your attitude. Read this book,
adjust your attitude, and start dreaming big. You may be
surprised at the wonderful things that will happen!
Ken Blanchard,
Coauthor of The One Minute Manager® and Refire! Don’t Retire
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KEYNOTE FEE SCHEDULE
USA, CANADA + EUROPE

USD 20.000 + Travel expenses*

MEA, ASIA AND AUSTRALIA/NZ

USD 25.000 + Travel expenses*

60 MINUTE VIRTUAL KEYNOTE

USD 15.000

ACCESS TO MICROVIDEOS SERIES

USD 3.500

DIGITAl KEYNOTE+MICROVIDEOS+50 BOOKS

USD17.500

All prices listed in US dollars and net of taxes. A non-refundable deposit totaling 50% of the keynote fee is due on
contract signing to hold the agreed-upon date for the client.
* Please see TRAVEL section for travel requirements.
Payment information :
BANK:

ACH Routing number:
ABA:
SWIFT:
BENEFICIARY:
ACCOUNT:

Bank of America, N.A.
100 West 33rd Street
New York, NY 10001
061000052
026009593
BOFAUS3N
PS89 LLC
334059383299

Credit card payments are accepted with a 4% surcharge.
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PLANNING YOUR EVENT WITH FELIPE GOMEZ
Although the flow of the keynotes is already designed and structured, Felipe likes to fine tune the message so that it
will be tailored to the specific needs of the client and also to include the right terminology and key messages that need
to be reinforced. To do this, Felipe is available to have pre-sales calls with clients and near-date-of-delivery sessions to
make sure the objectives are well defined and that there is total alignment with the event objectives.

DATE HOLD
REQUEST

CLIENT
CALL

KEYNOTE
DELIVERY

DEBRIEF

Once the event is over, Felipe is available for a debrief session to get feedback and to explore up-sell opportunities
with the client. These could be book sales, other speaking engagements, in-depth workshops or deep consulting
interventions.
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TRAVEL
Felipe will be traveling from/to Atlanta, GA, USA unless informed otherwise. He will fly no-restrictions economy fare if
total flying/connecting time is less than 3 hours. For longer flights please book Business Class. Under normal
circumstances Felipe will travel alone, but in some cases a second ticket will be requested.
Depending on Felipe’s itinerary, tickets will be booked by client or directly by us under an agreed airfare fixed fee.
Passport Information
First Name
Middle Name
Last Name
Passport number
Issued
Issue date
Expiration date
Date of Birth

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

Airline Information
Luis
Felipe
Gomez
PE140070
Colombia
Jan 30 2017
Jan 30 2027
October 20 1971

Emergency Information
First Name
Last Name
Country
Mobile

:
:
:
:

Preferred Airline - DELTA
Skymiles number 9180120280
Star Alliance [United]
Avianca Lifemiles number 804228504

Hotels
Pilar
Escobar
USA
(706) 525-0778

Please book a room with a king bed.
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RIDER

IN PERSON EVENTS
Attitude E

Virtuoso

-

-

4K projector or HD LED display
Audio jack for computer
Countryman microphone
If audience is >300 pax, CUE clicker
Presentation will be run from Felipe’s MacBook Pro
Felipe will bring both HDMI and VGA adaptors
2 Bottles of cold water on stage

4K projector or HD LED display
Audio jack for computer
Countryman microphone
If audience is >300 pax, CUE clicker
Presentation will be run from Felipe’s MacBook Pro
Felipe will bring both HDMI and VGA adaptors
2 Bottles of cold water on stage

Piano Options

- Grand Piano [Yamaha or Steinway preferred]
- 88 weighed keys Digital Piano with sustain pedal + 1/4
stereo audio lines and monitor on stage

VIRTUAL EVENTS
Felipe will stream from his state of the art HD streaming studio in Atlanta, USA. You just need to provide a link on any platform for
Felipe to connect and he will take care of the rest.
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SELECTED CLIENTS
Felipe has worked with over 300 clients in 20 countries. This is a select list of some of his clients.
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VIRTUAL
Everything has changed. Leaders and meeting professionals are exploring new ways of creating unique learning,
collaboration and interaction experiences. Let Felipe Gomez, with his vast global speaking experience, enlighten
participants with his keynotes, now reimagined to run spectacularly on digital devices.
Felipe’s virtual keynotes stand out. They will bring a fresh, different experience in an era of digital fatigue. On one
hand, using music as a metaphor will provide a fun and entertaining experience, on the other, his state of the art
streaming studio will provide participants with a on-stage experience different to most of what they have experienced
in these challenging times. HD video, crisp and pure sound, beautiful graphics and great content will fill your
participants with excitement and gratefulness.
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FAQ

How far in advance do we need to book Felipe as a
speaker?
Felipe Gomez is in high demand as a keynote speaker,
therefore wee recommend contacting us at least 4–6
weeks in advance of your event date.
In what languages can Felipe deliver his keynotes?
Felipe can fluently deliver his keynotes in English or
Spanish.
Can we record Felipe’s presentation?
No audio or video recording or broadcast of Felipe’s
presentation is allowed without prior written approval
from us.

Will Felipe sign books after the keynote?
Yes, please ensure that you specify in advance that you
want to include time for book signing at the event.

Will Felipe be available for media appearances?
Yes, please ensure that you specify in advance that you
want to include time for media interviews.

Are books available to order globally?
Yes, to arrange for international delivery of
Felipe’s books, contact us by calling 760.525.0739 or
writing to felipe.gomez@me.com
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CONTACT INFO & SOCIAL NETWORKS
Website

:

www.felipegomeza.com

Email

:

felipe.gomez@me.com

Mobile

:

+1 (706) 525 - 0739

Whatsapp

:

+57 (315) 866 - 2535

eSpeakers

:

http://www.espeakers.com/felipegomez

Twitter

:

@actitude

Facebook

:

fgactitude

Instagram

:

@actitudemprendedora

Youtube

:

FelipeGomezTV

X
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MICROVIDEOS SERIES
A series of microvideos that you can use to keep the ideas alive, the thought processes active and the conversations
going for weeks and even months after your event. These follow-up assets will refresh the ideas presented and
explore in further depth some key concepts mentioned during the keynote.
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